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Abstract A new operator to compute time differentiation in an image sequence is pre-
sented. It is founded on hybrid filters combining morphological and linear recur-
sive operations. It estimates recursively the amplitude oftime-variation within
a certain interval. It combines the change detection capability of the temporal
morphological gradient, and the (exponential) smoothing effect of the linear re-
cursive average. It is particularly suited to small and low amplitude motion. We
show how to use this filter within an adaptive motion detection algorithm.
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries

In some applications such as video databases, video compression, security
monitoring or medical imaging, motion information is usually a more signifi-
cant cue than color or texture. More specifically, the need todetect interesting
moving objects in the scene is a fundamental low-level step in many vision
systems. In this paper, we will concentrate on the case of video surveillance
systems using a stationary camera.

The challenge of motion detection lies in the ability of performing an accu-
rate segmentation of the moving objects independently on their size, velocity
and contrast with respect to the background of the scene. A large set of motion
detection algorithms has already been proposed in the literature. We can file
them into four main categories according to the type of inter-frame computa-
tions, i.e. to the way the time differentiation is performed.

The first one is based ontemporal gradient: a motion likelihood index is
measured by the instantaneous change in the image intensitycomputed by dif-
ferentiation of consecutive frames [3]. These methods are naturally adaptive
to changing environments, but are also dependent on the velocity and size of
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moving objects. This drawback can be minimized using a multiple bank of
spatiotemporal filters which is done at the price of an increased complexity.

The second category are thebackground subtractiontechniques [11] [4] [8],
that use a reference image (background), representing the stationary elements
in the scene. Here the motion likelihood measure is the difference between
the current frame and the background. These methods are lessdependent on
the velocity and size of the objects. Nevertheless, the adaptation to dynamic
environment is a much more difficult task, which can penalizethe detection of
small amplitude motion (very slow or low contrast objects).

The third type of approach is based on the computation of the local apparent
velocity (optical flow) [2] which is used as input of a spatial segmentation [9].
This method provides valuable information but it is in general more compu-
tationally complex and it is also sensitive to the reliability of the optical flow.
Thus a trade-off has to be found between the smoothness of theflow field and
the accuracy of segmentation.

More recently,morphological filtershave been employed [5] [10] [1] for
video sequence analysis. By using spatiotemporal structuring elements, a lo-
cal amplitude of variation can be computed as motion likelihood index. Such
measure can be useful to detect small amplitude motion, but as it is sensitive
to outliers, it is usually integrated over regions using connected operators.

We propose in this paper a new differential operator based ona hybrid filter,
combining morphological and linear operations. It computes a pixel-wise am-
plitude of time-variation over a recursively defined "temporal window". This
method is designed to address the problem of small objects and slow motion
while providing a certain noise immunity thanks to its linear part.

We first present theforgetting morphological temporal gradientin Sec-
tion 2. Then we show how to use the output of this filter within amotion
detection algorithm in Section 3. Results are presented anddiscussed in the
same section.

2. The forgetting morphological temporal gradient

In this section, we introduce the forgetting morphologicaltemporal gradient
and show its interests for motion detection systems.

Considering an image sequenceIt(x) wheret is a time index andx a (bi-
dimensional) space index, morphological temporal filters are defined using
temporal structuring elementτ = [t1, t2]. The temporal erosion (resp. dilation)
is defined byετ (It)(x) = min

z∈τ

{It+z(x)} (resp.δτ (It)(x) = max
z∈τ

{It+z(x)}).

The temporal (morphological) gradientγ is then defined byγτ (It) = δτ (It)−
ετ (It).
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τ represents the temporal interval of interaction, which canbe causal (e.g.
[−3, 0]), anti-causal (e.g.[0,+5]) or both (e.g.[−1,+1]). Thus the temporal
gradient corresponds to the amplitude of variation within this interval.

The use of this operator suffers from two major drawbacks: (1) it implies
the use of a buffer with size corresponding to the diameter ofthe structuring
element, which can be very memory consuming; (2) it is very sensitive to
sudden large variations (like impulse noise or slight oscillations of the sensor).

To cope with these two problems, we use hybrid filters, which can be viewed
as a recursive estimation of the values of the temporal erosion and dilation.
Using parameterα, which is a real number between 0 and 1, theforgetting
temporal dilationMt (resp. erosionmt) is defined as shown in Figure 1.
As in the classical running average (or exponential smoothing) defined by
At(x) = αIt(x) + (1 − α)At−1(x), the inverse ofα has the dimension of
time. The semantics ofMt(x) (resp.mt(x)) is then the (estimated) maximal
(resp. minimal) value observed at pixelx within the 1/α last frames. So as
α tends to unity,Mt (resp. mt) tends toIt, and asα tends to zero,Mt (resp.
mt) tends to the maximal (resp. minimal) value observed duringthe whole
sequence. The use of the term "forgetting" is justified by thefact that these
operators attach more importance to the near past than to thefar past.

Initialization
for each pixelx: M0(x) = m0(x) = I0(x)
For each frame t
for each pixelx: Mt(x) = αIt(x) + (1 − α)max{It(x),Mt−1(x)}

mt(x) = αIt(x) + (1 − α)min{It(x),mt−1(x)}
For each frame t
for each pixelx: Γt(x) = Mt(x) − mt(x)

Figure 1. The forgetting morphological temporal operators:Mt is the forgetting dilation,mt

the forgetting erosion andΓt the forgetting morphological gradient.

Γt, the forgetting morphological temporal gradient, is used in the follow-
ing as a differentiation filter because of its interesting properties: (1) it has the
dimension of an amplitude of time-variation, so it is able tointegrate motion
over a long period depending on1/α, and then to detect small or slow moving
objects; (2) it is less sensitive to impulse noise because ofits forgetting term,
corresponding to the exponentially decreasing weights attached to the past val-
ues; (3) it only requires the use of two buffers to compute theforgetting erosion
and dilation. Figure 2 displays the forgetting morphological operations com-
pared with their morphological counterparts.

The forgetting morphological gradient thus represents a relevant motion
likelihood measure. We show on the next section how it can be used within
a complete moving objects detection algorithm.
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Figure 2. Application of the forgetting morphological operators (bottom), compared with the
classical morphological temporal operators (top), computed on the framet = 19 of the classical
“Tennis” sequence (Berkeley). For comparison purposes thestructuring element isτ = [−8, 0],
and the forgetting term isα = 1/9. The gradients are displayed in reverse video mode. Note
that we use the symmetrical gradient in order to treat dark and light objects the same way.

3. Motion detection algorithm

The filter presented above makes possible a good level of detection for mo-
tion whose amplitude is below the spatiotemporal discretization. Nevertheless,
the forgetting termα needs to be adapted to the velocity of the moving object.
As there are several objects with different sizes and velocities within the scene,
it is necessary to adjust locally the value ofα to the observations.

In addition to this, we need a decision rule to discriminate the moving ob-
jects from the background. Because the scene is constantly evolving - typically
under illumination or weather condition changes - the decision criterion has to
be temporally adaptive. Furthermore the temporal variation, possibly due to
moving objects, but also to noise or irrelevant motion, is not uniformly dis-
tributed through the scene. So the decision must be locally differentiated.

In our algorithm, we compute, from the forgetting morphological temporal
filter, a local estimation of the spatiotemporal activity. This estimation is used
both for deciding the pixel-level motion label and for adjusting the value of the
forgetting termα.

Following [6], we use theΣ-∆ filter to compute a second order statistics on
the sequence: TheΣ-∆ filter St of a time seriesXt is a recursive approxima-
tion of the median defined by:St = St−1 + 1 if St < Xt andSt = St−1 − 1
if St > Xt.

Now, what we compute exactly isVt, theΣ-∆ filter of N times the non-
zero values of the forgetting morphological temporal filter. Then, the local
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estimation of the spatiotemporal activity is defined byΘt = Gσ(Vt), where
Gσ is the bidimensionnal Gaussian filter with standard deviation σ.

Θt is used as the first step of decision for the moving label of each pixel:
Dt = 1 if Γt > Θt andDt = 0 elsewhere.

Θt is also used to update the forgetting term for every pixel. Inspired by [7]
who used a locally adaptive learning rate for recursive background estimation,

we compute the localα for pixel x by a similar formula:αt(x) = 2−
Θt(x)

2

k2

whereΘt is the complementary version ofΘt (e.g.Θt = 255−Θt for images
coded on 255 gray level) andk is a constant used to set the range value of
α. α is then locally adjusted in such a way that the forgetting filters use long
term memory in poor spatiotemporal activity areas, and short term memory
in areas with high spatiotemporal activity. Thus, the detection of slow, small,
or low-contrast moving objects will be enhanced, while large moving objects
with high contrast will be better segmented.

It mt Mt

Γt αt Dt

Figure 3. Results for the Hamburg Taxi sequence (frame n. 20). The parameters used are
N = 2 (number of deviations) forSt, σ = 2.5 for the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter
used to computeΘt, k = 140 as the constant used in the computation ofαt.

Figure 3 shows the motion detection algorithm steps appliedon the Ham-
burg Taxi sequence. The last image in the figure representsDt, the detection
result after removal of the smallest regions using an alternated filter by recon-
struction with a ball of radius 1 [12]. It can be seen that the small amplitude
motion like the pedestrian on the top left, as well as low-contrast moving object
like the dark car on the bottom left are well detected while the high contrasted
taxi at the center is better segmented. This is an effect of the adaptable memory
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of the forgetting filters, in order to fit their detecting ability to the amount of
motion.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a new hybrid differential filter and shown how it can be
used in a motion detection algorithm with a local adaptationof the forgetting
terms. Like the recursive filters, the computation time and memory consump-
tion does not depend on the size of the temporal window. At thepresent time,
we are investigating more sophisticated spatial interaction, in order to improve
the spatiotemporal adaptivity, and quantify precisely thevalidity range of the
algorithm.
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